Below are a series of maps for questionnaire items Q11-12 on the American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA) from the Spring 2022 Wave of the Michigan Public Policy Survey (MPPS), broken down by combined responses from all jurisdictions within a county.

The Policy Brief detailing these findings and additional data tables will be available at https://closup.umich.edu/michigan-public-policy-survey/

Percent of jurisdictions within a particular county considering or using **regional or multi-jurisdictional collaboration** for planning and implementing projects using ARPA funds, by county.

Q11a. Is your local government currently considering or using any of the following strategies related to planning or implementing projects with ARPA funds? (check all that apply): Regional or multi-jurisdictional collaboration on a project or investment.
Percent of jurisdictions within a particular county considering or using public-private partnerships for planning and implementing projects using ARPA funds, by county.

Q11b. Is your local government currently considering or using any of the following strategies related to planning or implementing projects with ARPA funds? (check all that apply): Public-private partnerships.
Percent of jurisdictions within a particular county considering or using additional bond financing for planning and implementing projects using ARPA funds, by county

Q11c. Is your local government currently considering or using any of the following strategies related to planning or implementing projects with ARPA funds? (check all that apply): Additional bond financing for ongoing funding support after federal funds are spent
Percent of jurisdictions within a particular county considering or using a special assessment district for planning and implementing projects using ARPA funds, by county

Q11d. Is your local government currently considering or using any of the following strategies related to planning or implementing projects with ARPA funds? (check all that apply): A district (such as special assessment district, tax increment financing, and others) created for ongoing funding support after federal funds are spent.
Percent of jurisdictions within a particular county considering or using community engagement for planning and implementing projects using ARPA funds, by county

Q11e. Is your local government currently considering or using any of the following strategies related to planning or implementing projects with ARPA funds? (check all that apply): Community engagement (e.g., resident participation in formal committees, community surveys to gauge support for spending options, etc.)
Percent of jurisdictions within a particular county that don’t know about planning and implementing projects using ARPA funds, by county

Q11g. Is your local government currently considering or using any of the following strategies related to planning or implementing projects with ARPA funds? (check all that apply): Don’t know
Percent of jurisdictions within a particular county reporting problems with jurisdiction resources for ARPA funds, by county

Q12a. Which of the following, if any, are problems your jurisdiction is facing regarding the management and/or allocation of any ARPA funds? Jurisdiction resources (e.g., not enough staff, internal expertise, etc.)
Percent of jurisdictions within a particular county reporting problems with navigating state and federal bureaucracies for ARPA funds, by county

Q12b. Which of the following, if any, are problems your jurisdiction is facing regarding the management and/or allocation of any ARPA funds? Navigating state and federal bureaucracies (e.g., identifying eligible projects, understanding filing requirements and reporting, etc.)
Percent of jurisdictions within a particular county reporting problems with community engagement in determining spending priorities for ARPA funds, by county

Q12c. Which of the following, if any, are problems your jurisdiction is facing regarding the management and/or allocation of any ARPA funds? Community engagement in determining spending priorities
Q12d. Which of the following, if any, are problems your jurisdiction is facing regarding the management and/or allocation of any ARPA funds? Board/Council consensus on spending priorities.
Percent of jurisdictions within a particular county reporting problems with working with regional partners for ARPA funds, by county

Q12e. Which of the following, if any, are problems your jurisdiction is facing regarding the management and/or allocation of any ARPA funds? Working with regional partners (if applicable)
Percent of jurisdictions within a particular county reporting problems with availability of local matching funds for grants for ARPA funds, by county

Q12f. Which of the following, if any, are problems your jurisdiction is facing regarding the management and/or allocation of any ARPA funds? Availability of local matching funds for grants (if applicable)
Percent of jurisdictions within a particular county reporting problems with uncertainty about future funding availability for ARPA funds, by county

Q12g. Which of the following, if any, are problems your jurisdiction is facing regarding the management and/or allocation of any ARPA funds? Uncertainty about future funding availability
Q12h. Which of the following, if any, are problems your jurisdiction is facing regarding the management and/or allocation of any ARPA funds? Procurement (e.g., lack of available contractors, supply chain challenges, etc.)